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Carnaval

Lucien Cailliet
(1891-1985)

UTM Clarinet Choir, conducted by Holly Graves
with Brandon Blankenstein and Logan Hays, percussion

Childhood Hymn

David R. Holsinger
(b. 1945)

UTM Clarinet Choir, conducted by Andrea Edwards

Nutcracker Suite

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
(1840-1893)

Chinese Dance (Tea)
Arabian Dance (Coffee)
Dance of the Toy Flutes
Russian Dance (Trepak)

UTM Clarinet Choir, conducted by Dr. Liz Aleksander

UTM Clarinet Choir
Emily Campbell, Becca Dean, Andrea Edwards, Holly Graves,
Brooke Howard, Caitlyn King, Jack Mergen, Alissa Peaine,
Danielle Price, Toni Richardson, Katie Smith, and Jamie Webb

... pause ...
Allegro de Concert  
Jean-Baptiste Singelée  
(1812-1875)

**UTM Saxophone Quartet**

*Patrick Hill, soprano saxophone*
*Sesley Welch, alto saxophone*
*Jeremy Jackson, tenor saxophone*
*Annias Haney, baritone saxophone*

**Sonata**  
Johann Christian Schultz  
(1733-1813)

*Andante*
*Tempo giusto*

*arr. Louis Moyse*

*Lilah Senibaldi and Hector Ramirez, flutes*

**Twist of Fate**  
Larry Clark  
(b. 1963)

*Anna Wildes and Eva Olivares, flutes*

**Bohemian Rhapsody**  
Freddie Mercury  
(1946-1991)

*arr. C. Johnston Turner*

**UTM Saxophone Ensemble**

*Patrick Hill, conductor*
*Jeremy Jackson - soprano saxophone*
*Sesley Welch, Reed Hurst, Trevor Mayhall, Sere’ Jackson, Andy Austin, and Daniel Johnson - alto saxophones*
*Taylor Pannell, Caroline Ideus, Chase Hampton, and Seth Gibson – tenor saxophones*
*Annias Haney and Liliana Hardesty – baritone saxophones*